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Monday Morning, December
ship being arrived, every Inhabitants of the Liberty of America, is defir
This Morning, precisely at TEN
left to be done on this alarming Cri
THE TEA CUP.
BOSTON, JANUARY, 1875.

OUR BIG TEA KETTLE.

ITS CAPACITY.

227 Gallons, 2 Quarts, 1 Pint, 3 Gills.

History of the Kettle—Curiosity to Know Its Dimensions—Measuring It in the Presence of Fifteen Thousand People—Naval Incidents and Funny Scenes.

Eight Boys and a Tall Man Inside It Together—Total Number and Average of Guesses—Dimensions in Cubic Feet—The Long Army Over—Everybody Satisfied.
The able Doctor, or America swallowing the Bitter Draught.

Boston cannonaded
THIS IS THE MOST MAGNIFICENT MOVEMENT OF ALL.

"The New England Woman's Tea-Party, believing that 'Taxation without Representation is Tyranny,' and that our Forefathers were justified in resisting Despotic Power by throwing the Tea into Boston Harbor," hereby do the Same.
Boycott
Townshend Acts
Tax on Lead
Tax on Glass
Tax on Paint
Tax on Tea
Tax on Paper